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Portato and legato come to the fore in this piece, and there’s some tricky passagework in thirds.
Start by looking at the underlying structure, advises teacher and author Melanie Spanswick
Ability rating Beginner
Info
Key: E flat major
Tempo: Andantino, un poco allegretto
Style: Classical

3 Legato and portato touches
3 Alberti bass
3 Playing of thirds in the RH

The Classical style is among the
hardest of all to play convincingly.
While the notes in this beautiful, brief
Andantino appear fairly innocuous,
and could no doubt be played by most
pianists, to articulate them with the
necessary clarity, phrasing and dynamic
detail, takes some practice.
Examining the structure of a piece
helps put it in perspective and
provides food for thought regarding
interpretation. The structure of this
piece is quite clear. There are three
sections, starting with a first section
that goes from the opening to bar 8.
The second section takes up at the
end of bar 8 and continues through
the beginning of bar 22, after which a
third section, the coda, starts and goes
to the end. The theme is clearly stated,
in the first section, which provides all
the melodic material, and is developed
in the second section, while the third
section is a calm, serene coda.
Choose a speed that allows movement
to satisfy the ‘un poco allegretto’ yet is
slow enough to create an expressive,
tender Andantino. An appropriate speed
might be crotchet (quarter note) equals
80 beats per minute. To maintain a slow
and steady pulse, develop a way of
breaking the crotchet beat into subdivisions. There are no semiquavers (16th
notes) in this piece, but try to count or
‘feel’ them anyway. Doing so will help
avoid the tendency to rush. Resist the
temptation to tap feet or count
internally, instead count out loud at first
to ensure that the pulse remains stable.

© Fabrice Rizaato

Melanie Spanswick is a classical pianist, teacher, adjudicator, author
and presenter. She regularly conducts workshops and masterclasses
in Germany as well as for EPTA (European Piano Teachers
Association). She adjudicates for the British and International
Federation of Festivals and curates the Classical Conversations
Series, where she interviews eminent classical pianists on camera.
These interviews are published on YouTube. Her book, So You Want
To Play The Piano? has been critically acclaimed.
Find out more about Melanie at www.melaniespanswick.com
and www.soyouwanttoplaythepiano.com

Will improve your

Two techniques must be mastered to
play this piece well. The first is to to
integrate a ‘portato’ touch and the
second is to assimilate a fluid, smooth
musical line (legato) in the right hand
(RH). Let’s start with portato. The left
hand (LH) requires this touch for most
of the piece, with the exception of bars
8-13, where the LH has an Alberti bass
figure. The RH also uses portato,
particularly for the upbeats.

Portato means to separate notes gently.
This is different from a completely
staccato touch – portato is sometimes
referred to as ‘mezzo-staccato’. At the
opening, which begins on the upbeat, the
RH has two crotchet Gs and the LH two
crotchet B flats . The notes are staccato
and slurred, thus requiring a slight gap
between each note, rather than a short
detached touch. One way of achieving
this with musically satisfying results is to
linger on the crotchets as if they were
dotted quavers (dotted eighth notes),
and coming off gently at the end using
a slight rotation in the wrist (a drop-roll
approach can be effective). This allows
a ‘soft’ touch, which will produce a piano
sound, yet also have the desired,
separated effect. As this technique
appears countless times throughout, it
will need to be thoroughly mastered.
A good legato touch is vital for much of
the RH melodic material. It is especially
crucial in quaver passages such as those
in bar 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9. Many of the
quaver figurations are preceded by an
acciaccatura, which will need a light,
expressive touch. Practise by playing
heavily, then lighten and play on the beat.
The most challenging aspect of this
work is the RH passagework in thirds.
You’ll find this passagework at bars 2, 16,
17, 19, 24, 25, 28, and 29. In bar 2, the
RH consists of an upward passage, and
fingering will be crucial. The suggested
fingering in the score should enable a
seamless musical line. Start by playing
the top note of each third alone, aiming
to produce a smooth note transition. In
bar 2, the tone should increase with each
beat. By the beginning of bar 3, the
chord will increase from a piano to a
mezzo piano. Once the top line is
smooth, repeat the same pattern with the
bottom of each third (in bar 2, a D, E¨, F
and G). When playing as written, work
at balancing the hand, so that the notes

sound simultaneously and the top note is
slightly more prominent tonally. Practise
by playing with a heavy tone, again using
a free wrist and playing on the fingertips;
then lighten the sound to reveal even
thirds. Make sure the weight of the hand
is balanced towards the weaker fingers.

Learning Tip

Resist the urge to play staccato.
A soft but deep approach – right
in to the bottom of the key bed
– is more in keeping with the
expressive character.

The LH Alberti bass in bars 8-13 must
be light and expressive, complementing
the melodic material. The lower notes
are the most important, requiring a
deeper sound. Practise the LH separately
and play the passage fortissimo, building
in a rotational wrist motion. This is vital
when working slowly, so when played at
the correct speed, the movement will feel
natural and comfortable. After practising
using a full tone, lighten and gently
accentuate the first and third beat of each
quaver group.
The awkward jump in the melody
in bars 11-12 will benefit from slow
RH practice. Accent the last note of
bar 11 (G), and then the first chord of
bar 12 (F and A flat) moving rapidly
between the two, so the hand becomes
accustomed to the movement and the
sound, which must be legato.
Explore as many tonal colours as
possible, especially in the coda. A
repeated E flat major chords dies away
at the end. A soft arm and hand
movement will suffice here, and flatter
fingers can help all notes to sound
together. Use the right or sustaining
pedal sparingly, with just a dab at
cadential points, adding to the sonority
of this attractive work. ■
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